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Recent histological studies suggest relatively rapid growth in
dinosaurs. However, the timing of reproductive maturity (RM) in
dinosaurs is poorly known because unambiguous indicators of RM
are rare. One exception is medullary bone (MB), which is an
ephemeral bony tissue that forms before ovulation in the marrow
cavities of birds as a calcium source for eggshelling. Recently, MB
also was described in a single specimen of the saurischian dinosaur
Tyrannosaurus rex. Here, we report two other occurrences of MB:
in another saurischian dinosaur, Allosaurus, and in the ornithis-
chian dinosaur Tenontosaurus. We show by counting lines of
arrested growth and performing growth curve reconstructions
that Tenontosaurus, Allosaurus, and Tyrannosaurus were repro-
ductively mature by 8, 10, and 18 years, respectively. RM in these
dinosaurs coincided with a transition from growth acceleration to
deceleration. It also far precedes predictions based on the growth
rates of living reptiles scaled to similar size. Despite relatively rapid
growth, dinosaurs were similar to reptiles in that RM developed
before reaching asymptotic size. However, this reproductive strat-
egy also occurs in medium- to large-sized mammals and correlates
with a strategy of prolonged multiyear growth. RM in actively
growing individuals suggests that these dinosaurs were born
relatively precocial and experienced high adult mortality. The
origin of the modern avian reproductive strategy in ornithuran
birds likely coincided with their extreme elevations in growth rate
and truncations to growth duration.

life history � bone histology � medullary bone � bird �
reproductive strategy

E fforts to understand the growth strategies of dinosaurs have
been controversial, and some studies suggest that nonavian

dinosaurs grew like living reptiles scaled to equivalent size (1, 2).
If so, dinosaurs would have become reproductively mature
relatively late in life (�20 years) (1, 2). However, recent skel-
etochronological and histological analyses of dinosaur growth
show that dinosaurs grew faster and formed more densely
vascularized bone tissues than living reptiles (3–8). Rapid
growth, which in living vertebrates occurs only in birds and
mammals, generally predicts an earlier onset of reproductive
maturity (RM) (9, 10), so according to their growth strategies,
dinosaurs should show RM at ages far younger than those
predicted by models of reptilian growth.

Three advances allow the assessment of RM in dinosaurs.
First, skeletochronology provides the means to estimate the age
at death of extinct taxa. Bones of extant and extinct taxa record
lines of arrested growth (LAGs), which are likely annual mark-
ers. LAGs allow age estimation of individuals and reconstruction
of growth curves (3, 7, 11, 12).

Second, growth curve reconstruction fits size and estimated
age data to sigmoidal models of growth, which allows the
calculation of important life-history traits of a taxon. Such traits
include maximum growth rate, asymptotic size, and age at
growth inflection (13). The growth inflection marks the transi-
tion from growth acceleration to deceleration and is of physio-
logical interest because it generally coincides with the onset of
RM in extant animals (14, 15).

Third, RM now can be identified independently in dinosaurs
by a histological proxy. Recent histological examination of the
long bones of a single specimen of the theropod Tyrannosaurus
rex [Museum of the Rockies (MOR) 1125] revealed an endosteal
tissue called medullary bone (MB) (16), which forms in extant
female birds before ovulation as a calcium reservoir for eggshell
production (17, 18). MB does not form in all birds (17) and is
resorbed rapidly in those that do (18), so it is not surprising that
two decades of intensive histological sampling of dinosaurs has
revealed only a single specimen with MB.

Our study reports two additional occurrences of endosteally
derived bone tissue corresponding to MB in another theropod,
Allosaurus fragilis (Utah Museum of Natural History UUVP
5300; Late Jurassic, Morrison Family, Cleveland-Lloyd Quarry,
Utah), and in the ornithopod Tenontosaurus tilletti [Sam Noble
Oklahoma Museum of Natural History (OMNH) 34784; Early
Cretaceous, Cloverly Family, OMNH locality V1044, Montana].
We use MB and skeletochronology to infer when Tyrannosaurus,
Allosaurus, and Tenontosaurus likely reached RM. Using those
ages at RM, we test whether dinosaurs grew and matured
reproductively like living reptiles scaled to similar size. Finally,
we assess the relationship between growth and reproductive
strategies in dinosaurs and draw comparisons to reptiles, birds,
and mammals.

Results
Homology of MB. We found endosteally derived bone tissue in the
mid-diaphyses of an associated femur and tibia from a single
individual of Tenontosaurus (OMNH 34784) and in the middi-
aphysis of a tibia from disarticulated remains of Allosaurus
(UUVP 5300). Associated fossil eggs would strengthen the
likelihood that the endosteal tissue is MB. To our knowledge,
however, none have been found associated with any specimen of
Tenontosaurus. A single fossil egg was located in the same quarry
as UUVP 5300, but unique shell morphology and indistinguish-
able embryonic remains preclude assignment to Allosaurus (19).
Irrespective of eggs, we link the endosteal bone tissue to MB
(and consequently to RM) by using three classically accepted
criteria of homology: histology, position, and development [see
details in supporting information (SI) Text and SI Figs. 4–8]. In
summary, the structure of bony spicules, broad skeletal distri-
bution (at least in OMNH 34784), and intramembranous devel-
opment by the endosteum correspond to the MB of Tyranno-
saurus and living birds. Thus, the tissue in question in OMNH
34784 and UUVP 5300 is almost certainly homologous to MB.
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Because alligators apparently do not form MB during ovulation
(20), whereas both ornithischian and saurischian dinosaurs
(including living birds) appear capable of MB formation, our
findings further suggest that MB was common to all dinosaurs
and originated in ornithodiran archosaurs by the earliest Late
Triassic Period (21) (Fig. 1).

RM Estimated by Skeletochronology. Although previous analyses
place the age at death of OMNH 34784, UUVP 5300, and MOR
1125 at 7, 15, and 18 years, respectively (7, 12, 22), age estimates
are sensitive to the method of estimation (7). To assess the
degree of uncertainty involved with age estimation, we reana-
lyzed the specimens using several reasonable methods of age
estimation (see SI Text) and present the medians and boot-
strapped 95% confidence intervals (C.I.) of those estimates. For
OMNH 34784, UUVP 5300, and MOR 1125, age at death likely
occurred at 8 (7, 8 C.I.) years, 10 (7, 13 C.I.) years, and 18 (14,
21 C.I.) years, respectively. The presence of MB in these
specimens suggests that the ages at death represent an upper
bound to estimates of RM. None of these specimens show
histological evidence of asymptotic growth (e.g., the presence of
an external fundamental system or tightly spaced growth lines
near the periosteal surface), and their position on the growth
curves (see SI Table 2 for data used for growth curve recon-
struction) significantly precedes the growth asymptote (Fig. 2,
curves labeled 1), which indicates that the individuals with MB
were reproductively mature while still growing actively.

Two additional results suggest that the skeletochronological
estimates of RM are biologically reasonable. First, the ages of the
reproductively mature specimens coincide with the inflection
points calculated from previously reported growth curves (refs.
12, 22, and 23 and Fig. 2, curves labeled 1) for each species.
Second, the skeletochronological estimates of RM coincide with
predictions of RM based on the scaling of maturation time across
a range of taxa spanning in size from viruses to whales (24) (Eq.
2 and SI Table 3). Note that the two smaller estimates of adult
mass in Tyrannosaurus predicted slightly earlier, but significantly
different, onsets of RM compared with the skeletochronological
estimates (SI Table 3), which is not surprising because the
presence of MB does not necessarily indicate the earliest onset
of RM. Thus, our skeletochronological estimates should be
treated as upper bounds on the age at first RM. Regardless, RM
determined by skeletochronology and a scaling equation strongly
suggests that dinosaurs were capable of reproduction before they
reached asymptotic size.

Modeling Reptilian Growth and RM for Dinosaurs. Because larger
animals grow absolutely faster than their smaller relatives, rapid
dinosaurian growth rates may be solely a function of size. If so,
dinosaurian growth rates could be extrapolated from growth
rates of living reptiles (1, 2). We show that if dinosaurs grew like
‘‘scaled-up’’ living reptiles (Eq. 5), RM would have occurred
years (if not decades) after the skeletochronological estimates
(Table 1 and Fig. 2). There is uncertainty in estimating the (i)
neonate body mass, (ii) adult body mass, and (iii) pattern of mass
accumulation in extinct taxa, so we used several estimates of
body mass and two models of growth (Eqs. 6 and 7) to calculate
a range of ages of scaled-up ‘‘reptilian’’ RM. Lower-end predic-

Fig. 1. Endosteally derived bone tissues in archosaurs. Schematics on the left
represent the bone histology of actively shelling females. (A) Alligator resorbs
cortical bone as a source of calcium for eggs and does not deposit MB internal

to the endosteal lamellae. (B and C) Tenontosaurus (B) and Allosaurus (C)
deposit MB internal to endosteal lamellae and later deposit a second layer of
lamellae on the internal-most edge of the MB tissues. (D–F) Tyrannosaurus (D),
Struthio (ostrich) (E), and Columba (pigeon) (F) do not deposit a second set of
lamellae internal to the MB. Highlighted elements on the right (A: gray; B–F:
red) indicate those sampled in this or previous studies (16, 18, 20, 44). Some
histology schematics have been modified from published images: Alligator
(44), Tyrannosaurus (16), Struthio (16), and Columba (45).
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tions of reptilian RM suggest that Tenontosaurus, Allosaurus, and
Tyrannosaurus would reach RM by 10, 16, and 31 years, respec-
tively (Table 1 and Fig. 2, curves labeled 2). Although these
predicted ages resemble the skeletochronological estimates, they
are problematic because they require high neonate masses
[based on volumetric reconstructions of sauropod eggs (1)] and
predict prolonged growth to asymptotic size. For example, in
Tyrannosaurus, the lower-end prediction of RM [and the pre-
dicted longevity (Eq. 12)] exceeds the known skeletochronologi-
cal ages of adult individuals (7, 23). Upper-end predictions of
scaled reptilian RM suggest that Tenontosaurus, Allosaurus, and

Tyrannosaurus were mature reproductively by 82, 87, and 218
years, respectively (Table 1 and Fig. 2, curves labeled 3). These
upper-end predictions, including other predictions based on the
logistic model, are decades to centuries older than the skeleto-
chronologically reconstructed age of any analyzed individual
from these species (refs. 7, 12, 22, and 23 and Fig. 2, curves
labeled 1).

Discussion and Conclusions
Our results have several important implications. First, the large
body size of many dinosaurs precludes the slow growth rates and
long generation times suggested by the reptilian models of
growth. To grow like living reptiles scaled to equivalent size and
to reach skeletochronological estimates of RM requires that
individuals of these taxa (i) started growth as relatively massive
neonates, (ii) reached RM at unreasonably low body masses
(��one-tenth asymptotic size), and (iii) grew potentially for
50–100 years. No evidence exists to support any of these
requirements, and conservative mass estimates (25) and histo-
logical data (refs. 7, 12, 22, and 23 and Fig. 2, curves labeled 1)
refute them.

Second, despite relatively rapid growth rates (Fig. 2, curves
labeled 1), the reproductive strategy of dinosaurs is surprisingly
similar to that of living reptiles (Fig. 3A). In both, the onset of
RM occurs while growth is still active. Asymptotic size in
dinosaurs and reptiles requires growth over several to tens of
years [this is not ‘‘indeterminate’’ growth (26) because growth
trajectories do not remain infinitely plastic after reaching as-
ymptotic size (27)], so early reproduction at one-third to one-half
asymptotic size increases lifetime reproductive success. Interest-
ingly, medium- to large-sized mammals that require similar
lengths of time to reach asymptotic size also reach reproductive
age at a fraction of asymptotic size (14, 28) (Fig. 3B). This
strategy of RM during active growth in dinosaurs, reptiles, and
medium- to large-sized mammals is strikingly different from the
strategy of RM well after growth cessation in small mammals and
in all living birds (Fig. 3 C and D). In these taxa, late reproduc-
tion occurs because asymptotic size is attained rapidly within the
first year of life, and mechanical (e.g., f light at f ledging),
ecological (e.g., overwintering), or behavioral (e.g., social learn-
ing) factors preclude reproduction in that same first year.
Together, these data suggest that a strategy of prolonged growth
is correlated with a strategy of reproduction before reaching
asymptotic size.

Third, the reproductive strategy of dinosaurs offers insights
into their survivorship and degree of neonatal development. A
strong correlation in amniotes between relatively early repro-
duction and high adult mortality (28–30) suggests that dinosaurs
also experienced high adult mortality. A recent demographic
study of the theropod Albertosaurus, which showed high mor-
tality in neonates and adults (31), supports our inference.
Furthermore, the combination of early reproduction and high
adult mortality suggests that the offspring of these dinosaurs
were born relatively precocial.

Fourth, early reproduction would have allowed the largest
dinosaurs to have ecologically reasonable generation times. For
example, in the most massive sauropods [100 tons (32)], asymp-
totic growth likely required several decades to achieve (refs. 4
and 33 and references therein), but reproduction in actively
growing individuals could have been possible in 19 [16, 27
prediction intervals (PI)] years.

Finally, the delayed reproductive strategy in all extant birds
likely evolved through decoupled changes in growth rate and
duration. Although early Mesozoic birds show decreases in bone
vascularity and numbers of LAGs (suggesting that initial min-
iaturization was achieved by decreasing growth rates and dura-
tions), asymptotic size still required several years to achieve (6,
8, 26). These early birds probably still retained the primitive

Fig. 2. Age of RM and mass growth curves for Tenontosaurus (A), Allosaurus
(B), and Tyrannosaurus (C). Using skeletochronology and nonlinear regres-
sion, logistic growth curves (labeled 1) were determined empirically with 95%
confidence bands (dashed lines) for each species (12, 22, 23). Arrows point to
specimens with MB and represent an upper bound for age and size at RM.
Empirical growth curves were compared with alternative models of growth,
which use the growth rates of living reptiles scaled to dinosaurian size and the
von Bertalanffy (curves labeled 2) and logistic (curves labeled 3) models of
mass accumulation. The effect of neonate mass on RM is not large for the von
Bertalanffy models of growth in the three dinosaurs, but assuming a large
neonate mass does decrease the estimated age of RM for the logistic models.
Regardless, RM estimated from scaled reptilian growth rates, von Bertalanffy,
and logistic models always produces much older estimates than do skeleto-
chronological methods, which strongly suggests that dinosaurs did not grow
like scaled-up living reptiles.
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reproductive strategy of early RM. Later, ornithuran and neoa-
vian birds show further increases in bone vascularity and an
extreme reduction and elimination of LAGs, which suggests that
miniaturization was achieved by truncating the duration of rapid
growth (6, 8, 26). Most likely, this extreme reduction in growth
duration is correlated with the origin of the modern avian
reproductive strategy and occurred within Ornithurae or at the
base of Neoaves at the latest.

Methods
Reproductive Scaling Across Organisms. A previous study (24) reported a strong
positive correlation between the maturation time (i.e., age of RM) and adult
mass across 61 taxa of a broad range in size (10�14 to 107 g). The published
equation, however, contains detransformation bias and provides no means to
estimate the uncertainty of prediction. To address both problems, we digi-
tized the data from that study and added data from the blue whale (34). These

data were loge-transformed, and a linear regression analysis was performed.
The regression equation in loge scale is:

ln�RMV�W� � �0.2572 � 0.0067� ln�M�

� �3.835 � 0.0941� , [1]

where RMV-W is the predicted age at RM in days based on data from viruses to
whales, M is adult mass in g, and error terms are standard errors. To convert
Eq. 1 back into the original scale, the intercept was detransformed and
multiplied with the bias correction factor. In the original scale, Eq. 1 becomes:

RMV�W � 66.9M0.257. [2]

Predictions using Eq. 2 are not without uncertainty. To approximate that
uncertainty, nominal 95% PI about each prediction were calculated by using
Cox’s method (35, 36). Cox’s method was preferred over others [e.g., non-
parametric bootstrap or Angus’ conservative method (35)] because it is com-
putationally simple, produces PIs with the smallest coverage error given
moderate sample sizes, and has an acceptably small relative bias when the
residual mean squares is �1. Lower and upper PIs were calculated by raising
e to the following:

u �
s2

2
� Z1��/2��s2

n
�

s4

2�n � 1�� , [3]

where for the current study u is loge(RMV-M), s2 is the residual mean squares
[� 0.7361], Z1-�/2 is the appropriate value from the standard normal distribu-
tion [� 1.96], and n is the sample size [� 62].

Calculating Maximum Growth Rates. No living reptile reaches dinosaur-sized
proportions. To determine how rapidly a living reptile of typical size (102 to 105

g) scaled to dinosaur-sized proportions (105 to 108 g) might grow, we gathered
maximum mass growth rates and corresponding adult masses from a pub-
lished study (37). The data in that study comprise 1 sphenodontid, 1 alligato-
rid, 10 chelonians, and 33 squamates. Because the published data lack repre-
sentation of large-bodied nonserpentian squamates, we added the maximum
growth rate of Komodo dragons (Varanus komodoensis) raised in zoos in the
United States (38). It should be noted that Komodo dragons growing in
temperate climates reach smaller adult sizes and grow for a longer period than
those growing in tropical climates (38). However, the growth in tropical
dragons was not recorded over sufficiently long duration to calculate the
maximum growth rate and adult size. Instead, it is possible to calculate those

Table 1. Predictions of reproductive maturity based on scaled growth rates of living reptiles

Model Taxon
Estimated
mass, kg Ref.

Maximum growth
rate, kg/yr K, yr�1

Lower end
of RM, yr

Upper end
of RM, yr

Minimum
longevity, yr

von Bertalanffy Tenontosaurus 243 46 10 0.097 10 12 42
600 47 19 0.070 15 17 57

1,034 22 27 0.058 18 20 70
Allosaurus 700 48 21 0.067 16 17 61

952 46 25 0.060 17 19 68
1,400 25 32 0.052 20 22 78

Tyrannosaurus 4,500 25 69 0.035 31 33 118
5,654 23 80 0.032 34 36 128
6,650 46 89 0.030 36 38 135

10,200 48 118 0.026 42 43 157
Logistic Tenontosaurus 243 46 10 0.172 26 37 43

600 47 19 0.125 43 58 67
1,034 22 27 0.103 57 75 86

Allosaurus 700 48 21 0.118 46 62 72
952 46 25 0.106 55 72 83

1,400 25 32 0.093 67 87 99
Tyrannosaurus 4,500 25 69 0.062 120 150 168

5,654 23 80 0.057 134 167 187
6,650 46 89 0.054 145 180 201

10,200 48 118 0.046 177 218 242

Lower-end predictions of the age at RM result when a high neonate mass is assumed, and upper-end predictions of RM result when a low neonate mass is
assumed. K is the instantaneous relative growth rate at RM.

Fig. 3. Growth curves and RM for Alligator (A), Loxodonta (elephant) (B),
Sorex (shrew) (C), and Struthio (D). Relatively early maturity correlates with a
growth strategy involving prolonged growth. Arrows indicate age at female
RM. Growth and reproductive data are from published studies (34, 49–52).
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life-history parameters for temperate dragons, so we cautiously use a maxi-
mum growth rate of 16 g per day and an adult size of 40 kg (38).

Originally, a log10 transformation was used to improve the variance (i.e.,
homoscedascity) of the data (1). Once the linear regression analysis was
performed, the resulting regression equation was detransformed back into
the original scale. Although data values can be transformed and detrans-
formed without bias, the same is not true for regression equations (39), so the
direct application of the original regression equation would produce biased
growth rate estimates. To address this issue, we ln-transformed the original
data (including the data from V. komodoensis) and performed a linear
regression by using Prism (Graphpad). The regression equation in ln scale is:

ln�gmax� � �0.6485 � 0.03976� ln�A� � �5.238 � 0.2951� ,

[4]

where gmax is the maximum growth rate in g per day, A is the adult mass in g,
and error terms are standard errors. Upon detransformation, the intercept
was multiplied by a correction factor of exp(s2/2), where s2 is the residual mean
squares (39). In the original scale, the bias-corrected regression equation is:

gmax � 9.188 � 10�3A0.6485. [5]

Modeling Reptilian Growth and RM in Dinosaurs. The estimation of the age at
RM for dinosaurs growing like scaled-up living reptiles is complicated by
uncertainty in (i) the model of growth, (ii) neonate mass, and (iii) asymptotic
mass. In light of these complications, we used different models and masses to
assess their effects on our estimates of RM.

(i) We applied two traditional models of mass accumulation in reptiles (2,
40, 41). The first is described by the von Bertalanffy equation:

M�t� � A�1 � exp(�K� t � ln�a���)3, [6]

and the second is described by the logistic equation:

M�t� �
A

1 � �A/a � 1�exp(�Kt)
, [7]

where for both, A is the asymptotic mass, a is the neonate mass, t is the age in
years, and K is the instantaneous relative growth rate (14). The calculation of
the instantaneous relative growth rate, K, from the maximum growth rate
depended on whether von Bertalanffy or logistic growth was modeled. For
the former:

K � gmax�2/3�2/A. [8]

For the latter:

K � 4gmax/A. [9]

Each equation describes a curve with a single inflection point that corresponds
to female RM in many mammals and reptiles (14, 15). Of the two, the von
Bertalanffy equation (Eq. 6) models an earlier growth inflection at one-third
adult mass when the age at inflection, ti, is:

ti � �
1
K

ln�1 � 0.31/3� � ln�a� , [10]

where K is the instantaneous relative growth rate and a is the neonate mass.
The logistic equation (Eq. 7) models a later inflection at one-half adult mass

when the age is:

ti �
ln�A � a� � ln�a�

K
, [11]

where K is the instantaneous relative growth rate, A is the adult mass, and a
is the neonate mass.

(ii) Because no neonate skeletal material is known for Tenontosaurus,
Allosaurus, or Tyrannosaurus, we used two estimates of neonate mass based
on volumetric reconstructions of small and large nonavian dinosaur eggs (1).
The larger estimate of neonate mass always generated a younger estimate of
RM, whereas the smaller one always generated an older estimate of RM.

(iii) To address the problem of estimating adult mass in the three dinosaurs
examined in this study, we gathered three to four estimates of asymptotic
mass from the literature (see Table 1). The effect of asymptotic mass on RM is
the same as with neonate mass. Ages of inflection and RM modeled on scaled
reptilian growth rates were compared with those ages estimated by skeleto-
chronology.

Calculating Longevity. Here, longevity refers to the length of time required to
reach 95% of asymptotic mass. We calculated this longevity, L, by:

L � RM � 3/K, [12]

where RM is the age corresponding to the inflection point in the growth curve,
or the age at RM (42). As with modeled ages at RM, we compared the modeled
longevities with those estimated by skeletochronology.

Note. We are delighted that the independent results of Erickson et al. (43)
complement our results. Note that our results are based on the skeletochro-
nological age when MB formed, whereas theirs are based on the age when
brooding occurred. Whereas our results show reproduction began relatively
early, theirs show that reproduction was still possible in individuals approach-
ing asymptotic size. We conclude that our independent studies generally
characterize the reproductive strategies of dinosaurs.
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